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Minutes for 3rd Meeting of Fintech Study Group 

 

1. Notable FinTech business models which utilize financial information, and their monetization 
methods 

① Notable business models 

 The situation was pointed out that loan business is well received by customer 
which performs credit check based on dynamic information in addition to 
traditional financial information. Store sales of a certain period is an example of 
dynamic information.  

 There was an opinion that offering nearby area’s event & discount information 
through smart phone to young people will be a promised business opportunity.  

② FinTech Monetization methods 

 The situation was pointed out that for now, applying data to loan business and 
earning interest is a major monetization method. More methods are estimated to 
emerge in the future. 

2. Benefits and threats by utilization of financial information 

① Benefits 

 The situation was pointed out that those who were not eligible for loan according 
to traditional credit check became eligible by performing credit check through 
financial information such as transaction information and asset balance.  

 By performing credit check through store sales of a certain period, loan 
business could be extend to those who were not eligible by traditional credit 
check method.  

 System that being liable for debt only when sales happened enabled loaning 
service to customers who are difficult to repay fixed amount every month, 
because their cash flow varies from month to month.  

 There was an opinion that financial service could be more sufficient by utilizing 
financial information. 

 Free ride which low risk customers burdening high risk customers’ interest will 
be solved by evaluating risk more precisely, and customers’ individual credit 
accuracy segmented appropriately.  

 It was pointed out that customers will no longer be required to perform 
identity verification every time in each different financial institutions if My 
Number is utilized in identity verification and verification result is shared 
among financial institutions.  

② Threat 

 There was an opinion that when applying financial information to service, 
customers’ security requirement must be met. 

 Japanese IT system is secure and crime in payment service is less compared 
to other countries.  

 Investment in security is inevitable even for venture companies with less 
financial power.  

 Customers’ feelings should be well considered when applying financial 
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information to service. 

 Financial information is more important comparing to purchase information 
for customers. When applying financial information to service, companies 
should consider not only legal compliance but customers’ feelings as well.  

 It is important that the customers understand enough the goal and the benefit 
of the use of information in order to lower the psychological hurdle for 
providing customers’ financial information.  

3. Issues upon realizing acquisition and utilization of financial information 

① Legal and regulatory issues 

 It was pointed out that there are obstacles for developing new business, since 
there are few issues due to the fact that current Japanese law system is not 
considering the FinTech business which utilizing dynamic information such as 
sales of a certain period. This is because the prerequisite of the law system is that 
the financial companies are obtaining financial information from customers.  

 The situation was pointed out that the financial institutions in Japan tend to 
strictly obey not only laws but also guideline. Therefore, some guidelines can be 
obstacles upon developing new business.  

② Human resource issues 

 The situation was pointed out that liquidity is low for high skilled professionals in 
Japan. 

 In FinTech companies of Japan, very few management have both finance and 
IT background. One of the reason is said to be talent development based on 
lifetime employment.  

 Financial institutions have issues that they lack human resource and 
organization to make full use of data they already collected.  

③ Market issues 

 There was an opinion that since the financial needs of small and mid-sized 
companies are relatively low comparing to foreign countries, dynamic 
information based loan does not penetrate in Japan.  

 Reasons for the difference in FinTech development in Japan, compared with 
that in the US are that (a) there are a lot of underbanked people, who are in 
need of various financing options and (b) financing to underbanked is strongly 
supported as social innovation.  

 On the other hand, there was also an opinion that financial needs in Japan is not 
necessarily low and potential needs could be found if combining financial and 
transaction information.  

4. Points needs attention upon utilizing financial information from customer protection and 
healthy development of industry perspective. 

 An example was introduced for developing personal data management 
infrastructure under government’s lead.  

 WEF (World Economic Forum) advocates framework of managing personal 
data by neutral organization. In UK and US, transformation of model from 
companies managing consumers’ personal & purchase data to consumer 
themselves managing their information is undergoing by governments’ lead.  

 There was an opinion that convenience for customers should be pursued under 
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prerequisite that security is ensured. 

 If security of data integration could be ensured by technological progress, 
companies can cooperate and offer a wider range of services.  

 There was an opinion that customer protection and industry development should 
be achieved by government’s minimum rule and companies’ effort.  

 Companies could gain trust from customers if they make efforts to ensure 
security. Consequently, even if there is no strict rules by government, 
customer protection could also be achieved.  

 Voluntary restraints and industry practices are also considered to be obstacle 
of new business. If the government settles principle based rules, private 
business will diverse.  

 Self-regulation by companies and communication with customers are required. 
Self-regulation leads the companies to gain trust from customers and enables 
companies to negotiate for de-regulation with the government. Convenience 
and safety for the consumers are compatible only by continuous and effective 
monitoring according to risk level (focus on the management of high level 
risks and simplified risk management on lower risks) . 

 There was an opinion that an effective way to test new business is to put it into 
practice within limited market first.  

 In US, Square’s service was opposed by many industry members at first. 
However, it gained support through experiment within limited market. The 
experiment showed that the business have benefits for customer, brand and 
acquirer.  

 When new business emerge in UK, FCA first put them into practice to a limited 
extent and discuss about regulations within the experimental period. This is 
called Sandbox Method. Japan could also learn from UK and take this method.  

 END 


